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\b s lra ti E x is t in g  a n d  o n g o in g  s tu d ie s  o n  n a n o w ire s  p re s e n t a  s c e n a rio  o f  ra p id  d e v e lo p m e n ts  a n d  w c  re v ie w  h e re  m am  p h y s ica l p ro p e rtie s  o f  
ihese system s a lo n g  w ith  th e  th e o re t ic a l  m e th o d s  re le v a n t to  th e ir  u n d e rs ta n d in g  C o n d u c ta n c e  q u a n tiz a t io n  in th e  b a llis t ic  re g im e  has  b e e n  de . c n b e d  
undei various c o n d it io n s .  R e s is t iv i ty  o f  th e  n a n o w irc s  o f  le n g th  lo n g e r  th a n  th e  tra n s p o r t  m ean  free  p a th  is d e s c r ib e d  fo r v a n o u s  m u ic n a ls  C o u lo m b  
Jrat' and s u p e rc o n d u c tin g  b e h a v io u r  o f  n a n o w ire s  a re  p re s e n te d .  O p tic a l  b e h a v io u r ,  R a m a n  s p e c tra  a n d  m a g n e tic  b e h a v io u r  o f  n a n o w irc s  a re  a lso  
diiciissecl An il lu s tra tio n  o f  e le c tro n ic  s u b b a n d s  fo n n a tio n  is g iv e n  by  u s in g  a  t ig h t b in d in g  a p p ro a c h . S ta n d a rd  th e o re tic a l m e th o d s , n am e ly  L a n d a u c r  
ipproach and  L u t t in g e r  l iq u id  a p p ro a c h  w h ic h  a rc  a p p lic a b le  to  o n e -d im e n s io n a l  s y s te m s  a rc  r c iv e w e d  in  b r ie f  F o r  th ic k  n a n o w ire s  th a t c a n n o t be 
isidcred o n e -d im e n s io n a l th e re  is a  n e ed  fo r o th e r  th e o re tic a l m e th o d s . A  s u rv e y  is p re sen te d  o f  a n u m b e r o f  m e th o d s  e m p lo y e d  by d iffe ren t w o rk ers  
lor investigating v a r io u s  p h y s ic a l  p ro p e r t i e s  o f  th e  n a n o w irc s .
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wire is called 'nanowire'. A wire having and L, of the order 
10 0  microns or more will be a 'macrowirc' or bulk wire '
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1. Introduction
Consider a syslcm with dimensions L .^ L . and L, along the a, y 
and z-axes respectively in the space. A wire wilf correspond to 
the situation where L ^ »  While L  ^is supposed to denote 
the length of the wire, and L  ^ define its cross-sectional 
dimensions. The shape of the cross-section of the wire may be 
of many types like rectangular (breadth = L ., width = LJ, elliptical 
(major axis = L^, minor axis = L^) or circular (diameter = L^  = LJ. 
When and L  ^are of the order of 100 nanometer or less, the
In recent years nanostructured materials have draw 
tremendous amount of attention due to their new '
applications in the electrical, optical, and magnetic device 
[1-4]. The devices based on nonowires show high quuniurn 
efficiency as compared to the devices on macrowircs \ ^ ] 
example, single-walled carbon nanotubes have been used 
building blocks to fabricate room-lempcraiurc ficldnlk | 
transistors [6 -8], diodes 19, 10], and an inverter [I lf  h^i  ^
represents a key component for a logic circuit, Scniiconduih,, 
nanowires have also been used as building blocks lo, 
assembling a range of nanodevices including licUl 
transistors [12, 13], p-n diodes [13, 14], bipolar jutuu..n 
transistors, and complementary inverters [ 14|. Morcovci, siIkuh 
on-insulalor quantum wire has been fabricalcd and Imni ilnsj 
smgle-clcclron transistor has been developed 115-171. The 
electron transistor has been applied to logic circuiis mil)) js 
inverter [18] and exclusive-OR gates [ 19]. Studies aic also coin 
on in the area of optoelectronic devices based pn In A s /In P  sd), 
assembled nanowires in the wavelength range i .3 - 1  pn) |] 
23]. Apart from their use in devices, nanowires tan als(t lunciiofi 
as interconnection wires in nanoelectronic devices |5 |.
When a nanowire is u.scd like a device, it iws conncLicd ji 
both the ends by three dimensional (3D) leads [24] In I.ki ik 
'nanowire' sample is considered only a part of a la rg c i sv -Ilih 
containing 'ideal leads' that connects the ' r e s e rv o ir  w iih i 
sample. The 'reservoirs' arc characterized by th e ir  chnnn 
potentials. In a typical experiment (like electric iranspoiiM nc 
connects the 'nanowire' sample to charge 're s e rv o n  Ihi^  
situation is shown schematically in Figure 1 w h e re  wi li.iu 
considered a 'nanowire sample delimited by \-LJ2. LJ2\n 
A-direction. The y-and z -  directions arc a s s u m e d  lo k  
perpendicular to the length of the wire. In Figure 1 w c  show ilk 
nanowire and ideal leads only in \-y  plane I hc Idi (loh 
reservoir injects bare right (left) going electrons w ith  .i udi 
defined electrochemical potential ( ^ 3 ) [25j. Becauseotihc 
confinement of the electrons in a nanowire along tw o  diiccdmis, 
the properties of these wires become very s e n s it iv e  lo ihcir
Y
F ig u re  1. A nanow ire  o f  leng th  L , and  w id th  t , ,  is shown Brtadili 
nan o w ire  is no t show n  os th e  f ig u re  co rre sp o n d s to X-V 
w ire  is co n n ec ted  to  re se rv o irs  o f  ch em ica l po ten tia ls v and 
ideal leads. T h e  ideal lead s  p ro v id e  tran sp o rt channels shown hy ^
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shape and size. Experimental and/or theoretical investigations 
have shown that optical, electrical, magnetic, superconducting 
and many other properties of the nanowires show such features, 
l^iich are hitherto unknown in the macroworld. It must however 
he nolL'd that in the experimental measurements care should be 
mken lo ensure that it is the (quasi-) one dimensional physics of 
ihe nanowire rather than the three-dimensional physics of the 
leads' which is being probed. This will be the case provided the 
wire IS larger than the thermal coherence length [26|
Lr =
h v f
( 1)
Here, h is the Plancks constant divided by 2;r, isFcmii 
\clociiy, is the Boltzmann constant and T is the temperature 
„( the wire. In a GaAS nanowirc of length = 1 pm and of 
t’leciron density of one electron per 10  nm eq. ( 1 ) will need 7> 10  
inK lor 126]. Thus for a micron length GaAs nanowire
experiment should be performed above 10 mK for analyzing one 
dimensional physical phenomenon.
In this article, we present a survey of the general behaviour 
ol ihc physical properties of nanowires and also provide a brief 
;iu mni ot the theoretical methods developed for understanding 
i1k phvMcal behaviour of these systems. Because we only wish 
ui .onvev a broad picture of the field rather than exhaustive 
jLjjiini, wc had to choose only a few references. Our apologies 
lomiihors whose work we could not include in this article. In 
Si'Ltiun 1 we describe the types of nanowires from different 
.ingles Nearly all the properties wc discuss depends on 
lIllIioiis. wc therefore present formation of electronic subbands 
in ScLiinn 3. Various physical properties of the nanowires arc 
pnscnicd in Section 4, while theoretical methods arc described 
in Sccliun
2. Types of nanowires
1:^ j  bruiul sense wc can classify the nanowires in two different 
ways (I) On the basis of the type of the material used in the 
I iHriL;uion or synthesis of the wire, and (ii) On the basis of the 
iiKihod of preparation of the wire.
/ McitcrUil-hased classification
Wi have lour types of nanowires (i) metallic nanowires (ii) 
snmeonducting nanowires (iii) scmimetallic nanowires and (iv)
‘^irbon-based nanowires.
-  ^i  Metallic nanowires
N;inowircs of metallic materials like wires of Na, Cu and A1 [27- 
- 1^ mne in this category. In such wires, the effective mass of 
ons, m*, will be nearly equal to the bare mass of electron,
m)
Computer simulation on A1 and Pb nanowires suggest tliat 
^hathin wires of these metals should develop exotic, non- 
stable atomic structures once their diameter decreases
below a critical size [30,31]. The new structures, whose details 
depend upon the material and wire thickness, may be dominated 
by icosahedral packing. Gulseren, Ercolessi and Tosatti [30, 31] 
proposed to name such wires 'weird' wires. A possible reason 
for the wire structure to switch from crystalline structure to 
weird structure is the smaller relative surface/bulk ratio in the 
wires. It may be noted that for a nanowirc . So, the
surface area of a cylindrical nanowire (of diameter L = L ) will
1 o 3
be —7tL^-\-7tL^L^ ^  K contrary to the area 2  ^  ^
3D cylinder. So, the relative surface/bulk ratio will be \UL^ for a 
nanowire as compared to 18//^ .^ for a 3D system. A .synthesis of 
weird wire is yet to be reported. Very recently, Wang and 
coworkers [32] have used tight-binding approach for the study 
ol ultrathin titanium nanowires. They found that such nanowires 
show helical multi walled cylindrical structures with pentagonal 
packing in very thin wires and hexagonal packing in thinner 
ones.
2.7.2. Semiconducting nanowires
Nanowires based on semiconducting materials like Si, Ge and 
InSb belong to this group 133-36] The effective mass of an 
electron in such nanowires is relatively much smaller than the 
free electron mass m^ j. In tact, ni* will be of the order of 1 (X) or
W()/1 0 . (see Table 1 ). While nanowires of semiconducting 
materials arc expected to show semiconducting behaviour, 
Landman and coworkers 133] have shown by computer 
simulation of Si nanowires that when the length of the wire is 
short (~ 0.6 nm) the wire will show metallic behaviour. Silicon 
and silicon-based nanowires [37-39], Ge nanowires [34,37 j, SiC 
nanowires [40-42] and Si^N^ nanowires [43] all have a uniform 
crystalline core with an amorphous oxide outer layer [44]. 
However, synthesis of Ge nanowires by Gu and coworkers [35] 
has shown that Ge nanowires can be synthesized in the single 
crystalline fonn also.
l^b lc  1. Effective mass of electrons, m*, in some of the nanowirc materials 
rn„ is the mass of the bare electron
Malcrial m*/m^ Reference
GaAs 0.066 64
InGaAs 0.041 64
InSb 0 015 36
CdTe 0.091 65
2.1.3. Semi-metallic nanowires
Bismuth and antimony are semimetals. Bi nanowires exist in the 
crystalline form [45, 46]. An interesting feature of the Bi 
nanowires is that their structure is not affected by alloying with 
Sb upto 15 at. % [47]. On the other hand, the structure of 
antimony nanowires is different from bismuth in that the 
antimony nanowires exist in a form, which is combination of 
both the crysulline and amorphous phases [48]. The maximum
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ratio of the crystalline to amorphous form in antimony wires is 
obtained by annealing at 150 C 148,49].
2.1.4. Carhon-hased nanowires
Carbon exists in three forms<diamond, graphite and fullerencs. 
Graphite needles having diameters of usually 2 nm to 30 nm and 
length -  1 fim are carbon-based nanowircs. These arc essentially 
rolled up sheet of carbon hexagons. As these are hollow from 
inside, the carbon nanowires are usually called carbon nanotubes
11]. These nanotubes can be either a metal or semiconductor 
depending on their diameters and helical arrangement of carbon 
atoms. The helical arrangement about the tube axis is specified 
as follows. Let a / be the nearest-neighbor C-C distance in 
a carbon hexagon of a graphite sheet. Then a = ai and
b = ( - i ^ ^ 3 j ) a l 2  will denote the primitive translational 
vectors. Here, i ( y ) is a unit vector along the XO  ^ )-axis of 
Cartesian coordinates. A given vector/? in the graphite sheet 
will be given by R = n a + n^b. The hclicity of the carbon 
nanotube is denoted by (n^  ^ When n^  ^ -  0 , we have (he 
commonly called ’zigzag' nanotube, while when n^  ^= 2 /i,^ , it will 
be an 'armchair' nanotube 1 1 ]■
2.2. Fabrication-based classification
2.2.1. Nanotubes
Nanotubes arc normally formed by arc discharge, laser ablation 
and catalytic decomposition of reacting gases. Nanotubes 
include carbon nanotubes (IJ, BN nanotubes [50J NbS2 
nanotubes 151, 52], TaS., nanotubes [51, 52] and Na^ 
nanotubes [53, 54]. As the name implies these nanowires arc 
hollow from inside. The nanotubes have a well defined structure
2.2.2. Cast-in-tubes and tube-coated nanowires
Casi-in-lubcs are fabricated by filling hollow channel templates 
of carbon nanotubes or of porous materials like anodic alumina. 
For example, carbon nanotubes arc used in this way to produce 
Cr [55], Pb [56] and GaN 157,58] nanowires. The surface energy 
of the cast-in-tubc nanowires is expected to be low because 
there arc no dangling bonds on their surface. Nanowires can 
also be fabricated by coating the outside of nanotubes. The 
difficulty with such wires is that their diameter is not uniform 
[45]. However, Bezryadin and coworkers |59] have fabricated 
MoGe nanowires of thickness of order of 10 nm by sputtering a 
superconducting alloy of amorphous Mo.^gGc2, over a 
freestanding carbon nanotube.
2.2.3. Island-shaped nanowires
Such nanowires are synthesized on a substrate surface using 
various techniques such as molecular beam epitaxy [60], electron 
beam lithography [61] and scanning tunneling microscope 
pattern writing [62]. The surface energy of the island-shaped
nanowircs should be low because there is a large interlace ore 
between the island and the substrate.
2.2.4. Free standing nanowires
This group of nanowires comprises of freestanding nanowircs
[32], which have been synthesized by laser ablation. Such wires 
have relatively very large surface energy especially Un sp 
bonded covalent materials, and it is very difficult to synihcsi/c 
them by other methods. In fact, the high surface energy 
rise to structural instability, thereby putting constraints on (he 
minimum value of the diameter of the free standing nanownt 
134].
3. Formation of electronic subbands
Before describing the physical behaviour of nanowires u will W 
advantageous to have knowledge of the energy levels m ihcs, 
systems. Because of the confinement of the electronic wmi 
function along the y and z- directions the energy levels ol iHl 
nanowires will show subbands. Kramer and Masek [24,63| \mv 
worked out a systematic study of energy levels in nanowiiL 
systems within a tight-binding approach. Thev coivsidoicd i 
nanowirc made of a square lattice (with lattice constant a) sudi 
that
and
L =Na
L =Ma.
This simple two-dimensional model describes the csscniuil 
physics of energy levels of a nanowire with N as the riumbci»i 
sites along the wire length and M as the number of sites in ihi 
direction perpendicular to the wire axis. Since for a nanowin / 
«  it is clear from eqs. (2 ) and (3) that /Vf«yV. In fact, Iroiii, 
practical viewpoint, it may be assumed that / V  — > tx5, while A/1 
of the order of 10- 10 0 .
In a tight-binding approach [63], the Hamiltonian ul lin 
nanowirc may be written in the form
N M - \ N - \  Mw = X Xh"') I+ X Xl •/'”) (y+1. '”1+wr  (
7=1 m-“I /-I WJ=I
Here, (j, m) denote the site index (/ = 1 ,2 ....... M).  The laiiiu
constant is taken to be unity so that = N and = M Hi 
hopping matrix element between nearest-neighbors in the m  
direction (y-direction) is taken to be the unit of the energy V ' 
the hopping matrix element between nearest neighbors in thcj 
direction (jc-direction). Periodic boundary conditions arc take 
in the y-direction, which is possible because length ol ti’ 
nanowire is large ( A —» ®o).
The Schrodinger equation corresponding to the Hainilioma 
FI (eq. (4)) may be written as
(5
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where r 's the component of the eigenfunction at the (;, m) site 
,nd E IS the eigenenergy. Because of the periodicity of the atomic 
a r r a n g e m e n t  in the j-dircction, wc may take c„j = c„exp (ikj) 
^ n < k ' i n  • When it is so, eq. (5) will be reduced to
This is formally the same as the expression obtained for an 
,s(ilatcd system of length M in the m-dircction, except that an 
;iddiiional m-dependent diagonal term occurs. Let ( v = l .  
■> M) denote the solution of the M-dimensional system of 
equations represented by eq. (6 ) with the corresponding
ciiicnvaluc
Eyii = Ey + 2V cos k 
jnil wave function
riit orthogonality of the eigenstates implies
(7)
(8)
M ♦
I t " ) (9)
for some of the nanowire materials [36,64,65]. It is clear that out 
of the systems presented in Table I, InSb corresponds to the 
least effective mass of electron, and so is most suitable for the 
appearance of the quantum effects. In fact, InSb nanowires are 
indeed found to show a ID behaviour [36]. In the ridge-lype 
InGaAs nanowires (of diameter 300 nm) the subband splitting 
as large as 7.4 meV are observed | 66].
In cq. (7 ), £ , is the energy corresponding to the transverse 
i//Klircciion) states of the nanowire. In Figure 2, values of E^ , arc 
sh nvii lor different v for M = 10. Ilicsc values arc based on Ref. 
:M| 11ic full energy E is plotted in Figure 3 [63]. It is clear from 
,liL I luurc that the energy spectrum consists of well separated 
qiLiM ID energy bands. The reason for this lies in the geometrical 
. iiisiruim on the motion of the electrons perpendicular to the x- 
diicuhon
8  9  10
•■iBurc 2. Variation of the Energy of the transverse motion in a 
I'Jiiowiir modeled by u. N x M lattice structure with A/ —> <» and Af = 10 
quantum number v distingui.shes the ten quantum states Values of 
based on Figure I of Ref. [6.1J.
I'lom the viewpoint of existence of quantum effects, it is 
•^ '^quired that the subband splitting be large. One of the parameter, 
'^ 'hich controls the subband splitting is the effective mass, m*, 
the electrons. In Table I we present effective mass of electrons
Figure 3. Klcclronic subhaiids foi a naiiowiiv .spcciricd m Figure i ol Kel 
[631 and replotted by enlarging the moiiicniuiTi axis r x  The different 
subbaiids corresponds to different v ,  the lowest one corresponding to
V = I
4. Physical behaviour of nanowires
4. /. Conductance under ballistic transport
The conductance of nanowircs depends upon the conditions, 
which describe the status ol carriers {i.e. electrons). In the 
simplest possible case one considers measurements on a 
nanowire having nonintcracling electrons Other possible cases 
include ; nanowire under a high magnetic field, nanowires with 
interacting electrons and disordered nanov/ires. The 
conductance will, in general, be dillcrcnl in dillerenl eases. Apart 
from this description of carriers and conditions that prevail during 
measurement the conductance also depends upon the length of 
the wire. Of particular interest is the ease when the length of the 
nanowire is less than the transport mean Irce path. In this ease, 
the nature of the transport will be ballistic, and will lead to infinite 
conductance. But, because of the fact that the nanowire is 
connected on its two sides by leads, there will be lead-nanowire 
contacts in the circuit. These contacts make the conductance 
finite. In this section, we shall consider conductance of only 
such nanowires, which arc shorter than the transport mean Iree 
path. Conductance for the lengths of wires greater than the 
mean free path will be described in the next section (Sec. 4.2).
4.1.1. Noninteracting electrons without external field
Conductance has been measured in different kinds of nanowircs 
of metals (Au, Al, Pb, Na, Hg and Sb), of amorphous metals 
(Co-Fc-Si-B), of scmi-mctal (Bi) and of ceramics (La-Sr-Mn0 3 )
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[67J. It has been found that the conductance is quantized in 
steps of
= ! h . ( 10)
(c.f. Figure 4). The first reports about quantization of 
conductance were made by van Wees and coworkers [681 and 
Wharain and coworkers [69J in the two-dimensional gas of a 
GaAs-AlGaAs hclcrostructure. The origin of the conductance 
quaiui/alion lies in the ballistic transport through a nanocontact 
region between the paramagnetic lead wires. In the case of 
ferromagnetic leads the situation is more complicated and still 
under debate [63]. Although it is known that single experiments 
on Ni nanowire do show conductance quantization, there is still 
controversy about the structure of conductance, which has been 
reported to he almost featureless [70, 71 ]. This is in contrast to 
the case ol Fc nanowires whose conductance shows pronounced 
peaks|70|.
ENER G Y
Figure 4. V a ria lio n  n l conductance  (7 w ith  the e ne rgy due to  the b a ll is t ic  
tra n sp o rt th ro u g h  a n a n o w ire  co n n e c te d  to  p a ra m a g n e tic  lead  w ire s  on 
both  the sides The  e ne rgy axis show s the f i l l in g  o f  the subbands
4.1.2. Carbon nanotuhes
Conductance quantization is also shown by metallic ('ann chair') 
carbon nanotuhes [1]. An 'arm chair' carbon nanotuhe is a 
metallic nanowire with two linear electronic energy bands that 
cross at the Fermi energy £ p  Because of this the conductance 
of defectless carbon nanotuhes will be quantized in units of 
= Ae^lh [72-74], contrary to the conductance quantization in 
units ol in other types of nanowires. Defects reduce the 
conductance by a quantum unit G^ j [75J.
4.1.3. Spinless electrons in one-dimensional constrictions in 
GaAs/Al Ga, As heterostructures
In the case where the nanowire system is kept in a strong magnetic 
field, spin of the electrons will not be so relevant, and so the 
nanowire will behave as a system of spinless electrons [26]. In 
such systems conductance will be quantized in units of G^2 = 
e^lh. Thomas and coworkers [76] have measured conductance 
of one-dimensional constrictions defined by split gates in high 
quality GaAs/AIj, ,,Gaj^^.^As hctcrostructures by applying a 
magnetic field of 16T. This field was found strong enough to lift 
the spin degeneracy of the ID subbands giving conductance 
plateaus quantized in units of GJ2.
4.1.4. One-dimensional constrictions in GaAs/Al  Ga 
heterostructures in variable magnetic field  ' ^
In another experiment on one-dimensional constrictions defined 
in high mobility two-dimensional electron gas, formed 
modulation-doped GaAs/Al^ 33080^7 As heterosiructurc gro^ v^  
on a (100) GaAs substrate, Thomas and coworkers |7 7 | 
found upto 26 quantized ballistic plateaus in zero magnetic lidd 
Apart from this they have seen a structure in the rising edge of 
the conductance versus energy curve starting at around 0 7 q 
This structure merges with the first conductance plateau wiih 
increasing energy. When one increases the in-planc niai^ ncijc 
field, the structure moves down and eventually merges wuh i 
new conductance plateau at G^2 in very high fields [7 7 ] 
to explain this feature of the conductance of the clean and ncari\ 
straight nanowircs have been made by many authors |7X SOj 
These authors have used ideas like involvement of spm 
polarized subbands [78], conductance suppression in a Lutim^ ’ir 
liquid with repulsive interaction and disorder [79] and local spin 
polarized density functional theory. Very recently, Rc)cc and 
coworkers [80, 81J have suggested an mtcresliag cxplanaium ni 
the behaviour of the conductance threshold. Th^y have shown 
that quantum wires with weak longitudinal confinement, or open 
quantum dots can give rise to spm-depcndeni. Coul unr 
blockade resonances when a single electron is bound in iIk 
confined region. The emergence of a specific structure al C, 
G(/4 and G^ ^^  -  3Gq/4 is a consequence of the singlet aiul iriplci 
nature of the resonances, with a probability ratio 1.3 loi 
and triplet scattering and as such is a universal effect
4 1.5. Reduction of cpuintization step
In nanowires where interaction between the cIccikmu is 
important, it is predicted [26| that the c o n d u c ta n c e  w ill W 
renormalized to
<jim = n c „ . (II:
where rj>\  corresponds to attractive interaction anuiu' 
electrons, while rf < 1 corresponds tci repulsive interaction A 
IS obvious from cq. ( 1 1), 77 = 1 corresponds to the nuninicraciMui 
case.
In 1995, Tarucha and coworkers [82] perfonned condiicimuL 
measurements on GaAs nanowires of length = 2 -  10 |.iip. 
interpreted their measurements using a modified L u ttm g e r  liqiml 
theory of Ogata and Fukuyama [83] that takes into account the 
scatteringduetodisorder. They estimated 7J to lie from 0 h ' 
0.7. This implies that there exists a significant interaction ainon^  ^
the electrons of these nanowires, and that the conducianLC 
reduced by 30% in the ballistic limit. But the reduction ol tk 
conductance observed by Tarucha and coworkers is only a k" 
percent, suggesting 77 « 1. This led Maslov and Stone 1841 ip 
argue that the conductance of a quantum wire is G,^  rcgarcik>^ 
of the interactions amongst electrons in the wire. This is bccau‘'| 
the finite conductance of a ballistic wire is due to a coniati
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and comes entirely from processes that lake place 
outside the wire, where the electrons follow the Fermi liquid
description'-
4 / 6 Quantization o f thermal conductance
III I ripw wc have considered the electrical conductance in the 
ballistic regime of nanowires. Quantization has also been 
(jbserved recently in the thermal conductance 185], Schwab and 
o^woikcrs [85] have fabricated a phonon cavity in the form of a 
\viic irom a 60 nm thick SiN membrane' by electron beam 
lithography and pattern transfer techniques. The SiN membrane 
used in the fabrication of phonon wires because its structural 
Ijivcr provides a homogeneous effective medium for the long 
\^ avclcngth phonons of relevance to the ballistic propagation 
ofplioinins at low temperatures.
The universal quantum of thermal conductance observed 
b\ Schwab and coworkers [85] at low temperature is given by
conductance we shall consider resistivity p , which is related 
with the conductance by
Gil'= K'kj ,TI3h . (12)
p = AIGL^ (13)
This quantum of thermal conductance represents the 
iii.ixiniuni possible value of energy transported per phonon mode.
Ii does not depend on particle statistics-but is the universal 
lor ienmons, bosons and anyons.
 ^ I  ^ Comparison o f electrical and thermal conductance
!Jaii M. ill a n d  thermal conductance quantizations are manifestly 
di l l iM ci il  in  a  number of ways. Two of the most obvious
dll I Cl r nee s arc ;
I The factor of T in eq. (12), reflects the fact that the 
quantity transported is Thermal energy. In the case 
of electronic conduction, the corresponding quantity 
IS the electronic charge, and the electrical conduction 
quantum per spin-degenerate band is temperature 
independent, G = r?^ (^cf. cq. (10)).
1 In electrial conductance a scries of conductance steps 
arc observed (Figure 4). In such measurements, 
chemical potential and tcm|ierature can be controlled 
separately. At a fixed low temperature, the Fermi 
energy can be changed by changing electron density, 
which allows us to sweep sequentially the different 
electron states of the nano wire. With phonons, one 
can change only temperature. In phonons the Bose 
distribution smears out all features except at very 
Iwo temperatures when the lowest energy phonons 
alone contribute [8 6].
- l< c s i.s tiv ity
ihc previous section we considered conductance of such 
ftanowircs whose length is less than the transport mean free 
In  th is  section wc consider conductance of nanowires of 
'“"Sills larger lhan the transport mean free path. Rather than
where A is the cross sectional area ( A ^ n l r J  A for circular 
cross section, while A = for rectangular cross section).
We consider the behavior of resistivity separately for the 
foilwing four cases; (i) Metallic nanowircs, (ii) Nanowires made 
of semimctallic materials, (iii) Nanowircs made of semiconducting 
materials, and (iv) Nanowires based on carbon nanotubes.
4.2. J. Metallic nanowires
The electrical resistivity of metallic wires of length much larger 
than the transport mean free path is governed by diffusive 
lumspori and is independent of the length of the wire. The 
intermediate regime, where a nanowire has dimensions of the 
order (d' the mean free path (/) is considered by Durkan and 
Welland 129]. They have carried out a study of the width (L^) 
dependence of the resistivity of the polycrystalline gold (Au) 
nanowires. It has been found that below the nanowirc thickness 
~ 60 nm, the resistivity of the wire starts to increase with 
decrease in wire thickness (Figure 5). Durken and Welland argue 
that the experimental results of the increase of p with decreasing
Figure 5. SchcmaliL vanaiK^n of resistivity with the thickness of Aii 
nanowires This figure is based on the work of Durkan and Welland 
(Ret, 1291).
can be explained by a combination of the surface and grain­
boundary scattering mechanisms. In fact, Durkan and Welland 
have used a modified Mayadas-Shatzkes approach |87, 88], 
incorporating the variation of mean grain size with wire 
dimensions. According to the Mayadas-Shatzkes model, the 
resistivity of the nanowirc is given by
P = P o l l - Y  + 3 « '+ 3 a M n [l + ^
a
(14)
Here, a  = lR / D,.  ^ (1 -  R) with / as the electronic mean free 
path, as ihe average distance between grain boundaries, 
and R as the grain-boundary reflection coefficient.
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4.2.2. Semimetallic nanowires
Barati and coworkers [48] synthesized antimony (Sb) nanowire 
arrays of different diameter of 20  nm, 10 0  nm and 20 0  nm. 
They measured resistance of this array and found several 
interesting results . (i) The resistance of all the Sb nanowircs is 
characterized by an exponential behavior (Figure 6 )
where E is the characteristic excitation energy, (ii) In the case of 
the 200  nm diameter nanowirc, the resistivity has two values of 
excitation energies, 60 meV at high temporalurcs and 130 meV at 
low temperatures, (iii) The excitation energy depends on the 
cross section of the nanowire. For the Sb nanowirc annealed at 
150 K, the excitation energy is 33 meV, 84 rneV and 109 meV 
respectively for nanowircs of diameters of 2(X) nm, 100 nm and 
20 nm. The origin of such a variation of excitation energy is not 
known at present [48].
It is further seen that the I-V (1 = current, V = 
characteristics show a
P«icniiai)
pocT (15)
/oeW (2 ^ ^ ^ 6 ) (16)
behaviour. This kind of power-like dependence of the eurreni 
indicates that the electrons in InSb nanowires behave like 
Luttingcr liquid [89]. A brief description of the features nl iht; 
Luttinger liquid is presented in Sec. 5.2.
Gu and coworkers [35] have synthesized Ge nanowircs oi 
diameters ranging from 2 0  nm to 180 nm, and have measured 
their resistivity. They have found that the resistance data ot Gl 
nanowires is well described by the fluctuation-induced tunnclmi- 
model [90], where the thermally activated voltage lluctuaiiDns 
across gaps are crucial in the determination of the temperaiurc 
and electric field dependence of the conductivity. EmpmcalK 
the resistance of the Gc nanowircs is described by
R ~ /?() exp
T,+T^ 117,
Figure 6. Schcmalic temperaiurc dependence of the icsislance of an Sb 
nanowirc an ay with a diameter ol 20 nm This fi^uie is based on ihc work 
of Raruti and cowoikers (Ref f4Sl)
4.2.J. Serniamducting nanowircs
Finally, we consider the behavior of resistivity of nanowircs 
made of semiconducting materials Zaitscv-Zoiov and coworkers 
[36] have found that typical room ternpeiaturc resistivity is more 
lor the InSb nanowircs (Lj^  = 0 .0 -  I.Omm.L =L, = 5± I nm)than 
for the bulk InSb by at least three orders of magnitude. They 
further found that a large number of InSb nanowircs show a 
temperature dependence of resistivity of the torm (Figure 7).
Here, T, denotes the activation energy at high temperaduc 
and T. is a characteristic temperature. \
1
4.2.4. Carbon nano tubes
We now consider the resistivity of the (n, /i) single will nanoiuk, 
(SWNTs). The resistance of the (m. n) SWNTs indicate a s1ili1Kh\ 
minimum at a temperature T= 7^ * [911 (Figure 8). The value ul / 
is about 40 K, 180 K and 220 K for the single rope as grown mu 
and pressed mat respectively [911. For T > 7'*, the (//, //)SWMn 
exhibit a positive slope in the resistance versus icmpcuiun 
curve, i.c. d{p) / dT > 0 (Figure 8 ). This is charactensliL ol >i 
metallic behaviour. On the other hand, for T < the p n / 
slope IS negative, indicating a semiconducting fcaluic |^ )!i 
Fischer and coworkers [91 | attempted to explain ilicn 
experimental observations by arguing that the diamcieis m l 
resistances of SWNTs satisfy the Thouless criterion loi IH 
localization, thereby suggesting that weak localization ni.i\ K 
responsible for the observed anomaly in the resistance K ciso  
and coworkers [92] gave another reason for the anomalnii^
Figure 7. Schematic variation of linear conductance of InSb nanowires 
with temperature. This figure is based on the work of Zaitsev-Zotov and 
coworkers (Ref (36J)
Figure 8. Schematic variation of resistivity of single-wall carbon naiu>iuK> 
with temperature. This figure is based on the work of Fisher and coworhf' 
(Ref. [91]).
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j l^iavior of the resistance of the SWNTs. They suggested that 
observed anomaly in the behavior of p  might be due to a 
(ssiblc mixing of metallic and disordered barrier regions that
have occurred during the formation of the SWNTs. Other 
Lasted mechanisms consider the effect of intertube
poss 
might
niieraciion within the bundle [93, 94] responsible for the 
observed behavior of the resistance. Yet another idea is based 
presence of both metallic and non-mctallic nanotubes in 
ilic sample [93]. Kondo type effect has also been proposed for 
[he explanation of the observed data [95]. Finally, Andriotis and 
(.(i-woi kcrs [96] have given another explanation, which is based 
on the effects of residual transition metal catalycts (like Ni) 
lesidmg in close conlasts with the nanotube wall. There is 
therefore no unanimity in the mechanism responsible for the 
observed temperature variation of resistance of SWNTs,
j i Coulomb drag
Moving charges in a conductor exert a Coulomb force on the 
ji.irgc carriers in a nearby conductor and induce a drag current 
ibe latter through a momentum transfer. This phenomenon, 
known as Coulomb drag, between spatially isolated, closely 
spaced electron systems has been the focus of considerable 
aitcniion in the past few years [97-107], and experimental work 
o„ then I was reported only recently [ 107,108]. Experimental study 
,1 ihc drag resistance with respect to variation of 
icniperaturc, interwire distance, driving voltage and magnetic 
held sliows that in the temperature region 0 2 K < T < ] K  
ineuascs with decreasing temperature as «  T '  where x 
Miiccs from -  0.6 to -- 0.77 depending on the Fermi level position 
with aspect to the ID subbands. This feature of cannot be 
iindcistood on the basis of the Fermi liquid approach, and it is 
kHind.ihai the Tomonaga-Luttinger liquid theory describes it 
mikhmoic successfully.
4 4 S u p e r c o n d u c t i v i t y
In Ihc bulk form many kind of materials show superconductivity 
kclo\\ a critical temperature [109-112J. The situation is 
apcctcd to change when one starts to reduce the dimensions 
superconducting system. In 1966 Meimin and Wagner [113] 
showed that it is impossible for the superconducting long-range 
[ "idcr lo survive in a strictly ID system. This raises the question 
How and when does superconducting phase get extinguished 
isa bulk superconductor transits towards ID form ? In 1967, 
Langcr and Ambegaokar [114| and in 1970, McCumber and 
Halpcnn [115] proposed that below one-dimensional 
^upeiconductors have a finite resistance due to thermally 
‘ciivated phase slips. In 1972, Newbower, et al [116] verified 
^^1'' proposal by performing measurements on 0.5 |im diameter 
whiskers. However, Sharif, et al [117], pertorming 
>^ ^^ a^surcments on homogeneous Pb wires, found that their data 
o^uld not be explained by the LAMH (Langer, Ambegaokar, 
McCumber and Halperin) model [114, 115]. Subsequently, 
i^wdano [118] performed measurements on thin In and Pbln 
He found that from the LAMH (Langer, Ambegaokar,
McCumber and Halperin) behaviour [ 114,115) is valid only near 
Tp and when the temperature is lowered, the resistance starts 
to follow a different behaviour. Giordano attributed this 
behaviour to phase slips occurring via macroscopic quantum 
tunneling, or quantum phase slips, through the same free energy 
barrier. Recently, Bezryadin, et al [59) have made experimental 
study of the superconducting behavior of Mo-Ge nanowires ol 
diameters < 10 nm, and length -  150 nm. The observation of 
these authors provide the following information ;
(i) Samples of Mo-Gc nanowires with R^ , > R  ^ are 
superconducting while all samples with < R  ^are 
insulating. Here, R^ is the normal-state resistance, 
and R^ = h/4e^ = 6.5 is quantum resistance of 
Cooper pairs.
(ii) The superconducting as well as insulating properties 
become stronger when the difference Pn ~ 
increases in most of the cases.
(iii) The difference between the superconducting and 
insulating samples becomes more pronounced al 
lower temperatures, indicating that the transition is 
driven by quantum (not thermal) lluciualions.
The important role of the normal-slate conductance = 
\/Rj^, is evident from the measurements of Bezryadin, et al 159[, 
and suggest that the observed superconductor-insulator 
transition is a dissipative phase transition, which is a sort of 
quantum localization transition [119-1211.
Very recently, Lau and coworkers |122] measured 
tem perature-dependent resistance of more than 20  
superconducting nanowires of Mo-Gc with nominal widths 
ranging from 10 to 20 nm and lengths from 100 nm lo 1 pm. They 
found that some of the superconducting samples having normal- 
state resistance as high as 40 k il  ( »  R^) arc also 
superconducting. This means that the dissipative phase 
transition is not a relevant mechanism for controlling the 
superconductor-insulator transitions in Mo-Ge nanowires. 
Rather, the experimental data of Lau and coworkers suggest 
that the relevant parameter for the superconductor-insulator 
transition is resistance per unit length (/?^/ LJ  or equivalently, 
the cross sectional area of the wire. In fact, the superconductor- 
insulator transition shown by the samples ol Lau and coworkers 
includes both thermally activated phase slips close to and 
quantum phase slips at low temperatures (below /2 )
4.5. Optical behavior
There have been lots of studies of the optical properties like 
photoluminescence [123,124], polarized-light absorption 1123, 
125] and exciton binding energy [65] in nanowires in recent 
years. In photoluminescence, one irradiates the sample with a 
laser beam of fixed wavelength and then measures the emitted 
photoluminescent spectrum at different wavelengths. Lei and 
collaborators [124] have prepared TiOj nanowires of diameter 
less than 60 nm, and have made measurements of the
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photoluminescence. They have found ihai the Ti0 2  nanowire 
arrays show a spectrum in the visible range with three peaks, 
which arc located at about 425,465 and 525 nm. These peaks arc 
attributed to self-trapped excitons, F centers and centers, 
respectively.
Alcn and cow orkers [123] have studied the 
photoluminescence and polarized-light absorption of several 
samples containing self-as.sembicd InAs/InP quantum wires in 
the temperature range 30-300 K with an excitation wavelength 
of 514.5 nm and incident power density in the range KV^ - 10*^  W/ 
cm^. They have observed several resonances below the InP 
excitonic transition around 1.42 eV. On the basis of the ob.scrved 
results it his been argued that there is a strong intermixing in the 
hole subbands. The experimentally observed temperature 
dependence of ihc photoluminescence inicgralcd intensity of 
the InAs/InP nanowires is accounted for by a model for excitonic 
recombinations, with two characteristic activation energies E, 
and H, [126].
lrL(T) =
/n
show ferromagnetism down to an coverage of 0.05 ML. Smooth
and coherent Fc stripes on W ( 1 10) still exhibited fen-omagnctisn^  
at a coverage of 0.5 ML with an average monolayer stripe wijih 
of 20 atomic rows [ 128). InAs/InP quantum wires having buried 
lattice mismatch have been studied by polarization analysis 
high magnetic field upto 28 T 1129]. The polarization aiusoirop 
of 40 nm and 70 nm wires is not suppressed even at 28 1 of 
magnetic field, and the Zeeman splitting becomes nonlinear 
These abnormal features demonstrate that the strain ol lnAsp/ 
InP nanowires is anisotropic triaxial and that symmetry of ih^  
strain is broken by the magnetic field [129]. There have been 
measurements of exchange interaction also of the Co nanowires 
by using angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy 
synchrotron radiation [28, 1 30]. The exchange interaction ol lii^  
monatomic Co chain is found to be -  2.1 eV. This value is much 
higher than the typical values for thin Co films (2D syskuh 
which is 1.4 -  1.9 eV, and for bulk (3D) Co material which is 1 4 
eV. The enhancement of the exchange interaction is csscniialh 
a consequence of band narrowing due to the reduced aionin 
coordination in the ID systems [28).
l + T (Jr, cxpf-E i/A /^7 ) + r ,  ex p (-£ ,/A /,T )l . \ ^ '  ' '  - '  \ « /j Other magnetic properties of nanowires \are al so qmU'
(18) different from the bulk samples. For example, oi l^ered I t ,Ni
Here, IS the photoluminescence inicgralcd intensity al T= 
0 K, T() is the radiative recombination lime for cxcilon, and Fj 
and F 2 arc the two related scattering rales for the excitons.
4.6. Raman spectra
Zhang and coworkers [34] have measured Raman spectra of 
freestanding Ge nanowircs for examining phonon confinement 
in these wires of diameter 20-51 nm. Raman spectroscopy shows 
shift in the peak position, broadening and asymmetry of the 
Raman bands in the Gc nanowircs, Zhang and coworkers [341 
have found no indication of the change of lattice parameter of 
the Ge core with stress. It appears that the profile and shape of 
the Raman peak may he attributed to the quantum confinement 
of optical phonons in the Ge nanowircs. Because the nanowires 
in their experiments were long, thin and crystalline, there is a 
momentum e/ = 0 along the direction of the wire axis. However, in 
the direction perpendicular to the axis of the nanowires, the 
crystal size L, is small, so that it corresponds to a large 
momentum = +2;r / y . Therefore, nonzero (] phonon 
dispersion, which includes the optical phonons of Gc, may 
participate in Raman scattering and lead to both a peak 
broadening and an extension of the Raman peak towards low 
frequencies. Nanowires of very low diameters (6-17 nm) are found 
to show a tail also in the intensity versus Raman shift curve at 
low frequencies. The reason for this also appears to lie in the 
phonon confinement along the transverse direction [34 ].
4.7. Magnetic behavior
In 1994 Elmers and coworkers [127] found that submonolaycr 
amounts of Fe on a W ( MO) surface with irregular atomic steps
alloy nanowire arrays embedded in an anodic aluitiniic Icmplaic 
show an enhanced coercivily as high as 962 Oc and ijirinant 
magnetization up to 70% of the saturation magnclizaiion [ M11 
The length and diameter of the Fcj^Nij^^ alloy nanowirc ihdm 
the experiment were about 50 pm and 25-43 nm 1 1 M | biu! 
high cocrcivity material should be .suitable for magnetic icuk!h:4 
media, and, because the ideal storage density could reach aboui 
2CX) G bit inch'^, which is more than 2 x 10 times than ih.ii f
3.5 conventional floppy disc.
5. Theoretical understanding
Nanowircs arc, in general, quasi-1D systems, and arc llicrLiDu 
expected to be qualitatively quite different Irom the ihick < I^>- 
wircs and also from the ultrathin ( ID )  wires. For the .^ I) '
successful description of the physics of electrons in  the wife is 
given by the Fermi liquid approach. On the other h?nd, h>i iln 
exactly 1D  systems, a Luttingcr liquid description is ccrlamh .i 
more appropriate description. Apart from the L u tt in g c r  liquid 
de.scription. the Landauer approach is also used for the lia iisp '"  
of electrons in ID systems. In this section wc p ro v id e r  
description of the main features of the Landauer approach and 
Lutlinger liquid description. We shall also m e n tio n  oihcr 
theories, which are being used for discussing different physical 
properties of nanowires.
5. /. Landauer approach
A standard approach for calculating the scattering propcriisf* 
of nanowires is due to Landauer [132, 133]. The approach l|i*^ 
been extremely useful not only as a tool to calculate conduuat s^  
but also, perhaps more importantly, as a picture from v/hK
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physical insights on new phenomenon can be obtained. It is 
.^ jnccrned with a given system, and no ensemble-averaging is 
lecessary. Thus, mesoscopic fluctuation effects emerge very 
laturally In 1957. Landauer[ 132] first introduced the ID version, 
consisted of a given barrier connected through ideal 1 D 
iMres (Oat potentials) to some external source (i.e. a pair of 
electron reservoirs with different chemical potentials), which 
jrivcs a current /  through the ID system. The barrier is 
characterized by its transmission coefficient R = 1 -  7(for linear 
transport and at zero temperature, we need 7 and R at the Fermi 
energy only). As emphasized by Landaucr fl33], it is very 
iniportant to take the waves coming from the two reservoirs to 
he incoherent' with each other {i.e. having no definite phase 
relationship), otherwise nonphysical results follow for the time 
reversed situation. While we shall describe here Landauer 
approach for electrons, this approach is equally applicable to 
phonons 1134].
/ y. Conductance from current-voltage relationship
Consider a conductor connected to two large contacts by leads
shown in Figure 9. The leads arc assumed to be ballistic 
comiuciors, each having v transverse modes. 7  is the average 
pioh^ihility that an electron injected in lead 1 will transmit to lead 
2 Wl* assume that electrons can exit from the conductor into the 
Kuiiacis without any reflection (that is, the contacts arc 
icnciiionless'. The states in lead I are occupied only by 
cli'Lirons coming in from the left contact and hence these slates 
niusi have an electrochemical potential of / i , . Similarly we can 
arjjuv that the states m lead 2  are occupied only by electrons 
.ommg in from the right contact hence must have an 
ilairochcmical potential of P 2 -
NANOWIRE
2^ =(' le/h)vT[n^-^2]■ (20)
The rest of the flux is reflected back to lead 1, and is given by
/ f  = ( 2 e / / i ) v ( l - 7 ’) [ / i , - / i 2 ] .  (21)
The net current I (lowing at any point in the device (and in 
the external circuit) is given by
( = =  (2 = (2e /h )vT [^ ,-JU 2]. (22)
Hence, the conductance is equal to
G = / *  T
(^ ,-A t ,) /H  h (23)
In the ballistic regime. 7  = 1 and so eq, (1 0) is recovered from 
eq.(23).
5.7.2. Conductance from Einstein relation
In a later treatment 1133], Landauer obtained the appropriate 
diffusion 1 unction and then invoked the Einstein relation to 
obtain the conductance. Consider electrons incident on an array 
of obstacles, and for conceptual clarification assume that there 
is a space free of obstacles at each end of the array Let the 
reflection probability for the whole array be R. Then for a carrier 
incident from the left, the relative particle density in the free 
space to the left of the array will be 1 + 7^ (after averaging over a 
space of several wavelengths), since both the incident and 
reflected stream arc present. To the right of the obstacle, the 
density will be \-R  \ only the transmitted flux exists there. The 
density gradient across an array of length L will be grad n= - 2 
R/L. The current,), of particle associated with this gradient is V 
(l-/f) (V= electron velocity in the absence of .scattercs). Using 
the diffusion equation,) = -  D grad n, this situation leads to a 
diffusion coefficient:
2 I R (24)
LEAD 1
■^Rure 9. Schematic representation of the transmission process in the 
^andaun approach. The influx shown. T denotes the transm ission 
prnb.ihiji[y through the nanowire.
Assuming zero temperature, current flow takes place entirely 
'n the energy range between and P 2  .The influx of electrons
fi’om lead 1 is given by
(19)
outflux from lead 2  is simply the influx at lead 1 times the 
'^ n^sniission probability 7
Any incoherent superposition of the 'from the left' and 'from 
the right' stales will also be characterized by this same D. This is 
because 'from the right' will also give the .same expression. An 
incoherent superposition can be presumed; coherence between 
waves emanating from the two independent 'black body' 
reservoirs at the two ends of the chain is not plausible. These 
reservoirs exert a phase randomizing influence on waves incident 
on them, and thus destroy phase memory before the particle 
can re-emerge from a black body into the obstacle array. Using 
eq. (24) and Einstein relation
P
e^D
dn
eWL \ - R  
2 R I
d p
dn (25)
in the form discussed by Kubo [135]. Landauer found that the 
conductance is given by
(26)
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In eq. (25). fJL is the chemical potential corresponding to the 
density of n carriers.
5.7.3. Beyond Landauer approach
In 1986 Buttiker [136] extended the Landauer approach to the 
study of four-terminal phase coherent conductance. In particular, 
Buttiker proposed a Landauer formula that treats the current 
and voltage terminals in a four-period probe set up explicitly, 
and on an equal footing. The use of four-point probe is shown 
schematically in Figure 10 . The Landauer theory and its modified 
version due to Buttiker are useful only for the processes where 
a DC field is applied. For the description of the processes 
connected with the AC field many formulation have been put 
forth, Kramer and Masck [24] have employed a quantum 
mechanical linear response theory where the infiucnce of all 
scattering processes (elastic as well as inelastic) are treated on 
an equal (microscopic) fooling. Their theory provides a 
framework for the identification of ihe transport channels in the 
Landauer theory. The quantum mechanical transmission 
probability amplitudes of the channel can be calculated 
microscopically. The other advantage of the theory of Kramer 
and Masek [24] is that it allows inclusion of the non-lmcar 
effects, which is not pt)ssible in the Landauer theory. Very 
recently, Safi [25] has developed a dynamic scattering approach 
for studying the AC field effects on the conductance of gated 
interacting wires.
^4
5.2.7. Density operator
A 'Luttinger liquid' involves two kinds of excitations 
moving electrons having energy
£ / =  [ / iv ^ (-A :- t/r ) /2 ;r] 2^7^
and momentum -  k. The right-moving electrons have energy 
==[hvf{k - k f ) / 2 n ]
and momentum k. 'Fhe left-moving and right-moving electrons 
may be combined to lead to another two types orexcilaiions - 
the 'charge' type excitations which correspond to the symmcira 
combination of the left-moving and right-moving electrons and 
the 'current' type excitations constructed from an antisyrmnem, 
combination of the left-moving and right-moving electrons
In the case of 1D systems the electron energies and inonicnu 
have one-to-one correspondence. (The left-moving and right 
moving electrons arc different entities). This is shuwi, 
schematically in Figure 11. This is not true for the 2D and 
systems where, for example, Fermi energy Corresponds to
k'l
\
k k.
Figure 10. Disordered normal conductor (unshaded) with four terminals 
connected via perfect leads (shaded) to four reservoirs at chemical 
potentials An Aharonov-Bohm flux 0  is applied
through the hole of the sample.
5.2. Luttinger liquid approach
When the structure of the nanowire is such that its length is 
infinitely large ( —> « ) and shows ID behavior, it will be well 
described by the Luttinger liquid approach [89]. Such a situation 
is realized, for example, in the long InSb nanowires prepared by 
Zaitsev-Zatov and coworkers [36]. In those nanowires the earner 
concentrations exceeds lO’  ^ cm” .^ For an InSb nanowirc of 
diameter 5 nm, the energy separation between the first and the 
second quantum levels is about 2 x 10'^  K, which far exceeds the 
room temperature. So, the electron band structure of 5 nm InSb 
wire is essentially one-dimensional and it shows a Luttinger 
liquid behavior [36], It may, however be noted that Bi nanowire 
arrays of diameters 28 nm and 70 nm do not show Luttinger 
liquid behavior [137]. This is due to too large diameters of these 
Bi nanowires.
Figure 11. Schematic representation of the domain of momcnia ol i| 
systems which are occupied in the ground state between .^ ,1 1  
point on this line corresponds to a single momentum and single enem, m 
that there is a one-to-one correspondence between energy and momt niLim 
For a given energy transfer an electron of initial momentum k lan m.ik^ 
transition to the states and = -k{  for low energy transiei
the numerous k points lying on the Fermi circle for 2D and or 
the Fermi sphere for 3D (fig u re  12) The one lo-oiu 
correspondence of the electron energies and momcnia in If 
allows characterization of the electrons in terms of 
Details of the bosonization process may be found, for cxaiiipi^  
in Haldane [89]. Here we present qualitative features ol tin
Figure 12. Schematic representation of the Fermi surface of 2D 
which is a circle of radius While the energy on a given circle, which 
concentric to the Fermi circle is, same along the whole circunifcrciHi 
different points of circumference will correspond to different nioincntui 
values, for a given energy transfer, on electron of initial moinentum k cu 
make transitions to the large number of momentum stales some of whn 
k l \ i s  1 ,2. 3...) ore shown here by arrows.
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),)soni/.alion process in a simplified way. Consider the creation 
uid annihilation operators, cj; and respectively, of a 
(fi moving electron of momentum k . (The creation and 
^nihilation operators of a right-moving electron may be written 
iimilarly). In terms of and Cl _  ^ , the density operator of 
he con.sidered electron may be expressed as
P/..I ( q * 0 )
ind
PlO “  ^^L .-k^L .-k ~ ^LO (^ = 0 ) .
(29)
(30)
Here, N^q is the number of the left-moving electrons in the 
ground state. The density operators of the left-moving electrons 
lordifiercnt values of q do not commute. Rather, they satisfy
thcrclalion
P J.,qP P L.q'P L,q ^ ^ + ^ ' , 0  (  ^2 ^ )  • (31)
Here, Q is known as Kroneckcr delta function. In fact, 
0 = 1 for +<7 ' = 0 , while = 0 for + ^  V  0 .
)2 2 Bosomzation
I he suggestion for bosonization arises from eqs, (29)-(31). It is 
(liticrcnl tor q > 0  andq  <0 , as is shown below :
while
(<7>0). (32)
iq>0) (33)
) ^ P l,-, (q < 0). (34)
(q > 0). (35)
2. The Fermi momentum kf,
3. The sound velocity
=
1/2
(</“ >0 ).
4. 'Fhe Fermi velocity
Vn =
associated with charge excitation, and
5. The Fermi velocity
Vj =  V, e^*
associated with current excitations.
(37)
(38)
(39)
A key feature of the above treatment is that interaction 
appears in the power of the physical parameter via a function of 
-^2(p and/or . For example, the I-V characteristics become 
non ohmic and are given by
where
(40)
(41)
T he  operator and are boson creation and annihilation 
‘Operators, and correspond to energy hv/r\q\/2K and momentum 
f/ Thi.s is for the (7 < 0 or ^  > 0 modes. When consideration of the 
(J = 0 mode is also made the net boson momentum will be 
-(7 + ;r( -I- ) / L , where (Nj^) is the number of the left
'right ) moving electrons. A complete description of bosonization 
can be found in Haldane [89]. The advantage of bosonization is 
in this process interaction terms become product of only 
operators, which allow an easy calculation of properties of 
system. The low energy properties of the model obtained 
bosonization depend on five distinct parameters ;
• The Fermi field operator expressed by
0 = (l/2 )tan h “'( - V 2 ,/ ( v f + 1/,,)) (^>o). (36)
Notice that h =1 corresponds to = 0. This means that if 
one obtains h = \ in an experiment, then that case corresponds 
to noninteracting electrons. On the other hand, h < \ {h > \) 
corresponds to repulsive (attractive) interaction.
In must be emphasized that the "Luttinger liquid" behaviour 
as demonstrated by eq. (40) has no analogue m the 'Fermi liquid' 
behaviour. In fact, in the Fermi liquid behaviour I-V  
characteristics remain ohmic ; the effect of the interaction 
modifies only the resistance. Very recently, Rosch and Andrei 
[ 138] have employed the Luttinger liquid approach for studying 
the low temperature low-frequency conductivity of an 
interacting one-dimensional electron system in the presence 
of a periodic potential by including the umklapp scattering 
process.
5.2.3. Effect o f disorder
Ogata and Fukuyama [83] have developed a Luttinger liquid 
approach for examining the effect of impurities in a nanowirc. 
They have assumed that the carrier density n and nanowirc 
width (L^ , and are such wc need only consider single subband
of the nanowirc. The electrons are supposed to be scattered by 
impurities and to interact mutually via long-range coulomb 
interaction. Electron- phonon interaction is neglected so that 
the study of Ogata and Fukuyama is valid only for low 
temperatures.
For the noninteracting electron case the conductance is 
found to be expressed by [83]
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G =
ne
Lfm*(-i (0 + S) (5 -> 0 ). (42)
for Lj — , and by cq. ( 1 0 ) for finite .
For the interacting electron case the conductance is given 
by
G = CoT)/[l + L,F(T,  L , ) / 2v , - t "  ]. (43)
Here, is already defined by eq. (11), is Fermi velocity, F(T, 
L^) provides effect of impurity backward scattering at temperature 
T.'and
r “ = f i / 2 n£)(0 )ii, {u{2kF)f (44)
IS transport relaxation time for noninteracting electrons. In eq. 
(44), D(0) - \ l l 7 t hv f ,  is half of density -of-states per spin, 
is impurity concentration, and u(q) is the ID Fourier 
transformation of random impurity potential for wave vector 
transform c/.
5.2,4. Break down o f Liittinger liquid approach
While a system of electrons interacting via a short-range 
interaction shows Luttinger liquid behaviour in one-dimension, 
it shows a Fermi liquid behaviour in two and three dimensions. 
Bcllucci and Gonzalez 1139] have examined the effect of long- 
range coulomb interaction on the one-dimensional systems. 
They have found that the Luttinger liquid behaviour is applicable 
only for dimensions D = 1. According to them, the proximity to 
the f) = 1 fixed point strongly influences the phenomenology of 
quasi-one-dimensional systems, and that for any dimensions 
above I) = 1 the interacting electron system follows niiirginal 
Fermi liquid behaviour.
5.3. Other theoretical methods
Apart from the theoretical methods described above which are 
suitable for very thin (ID) nanowires, there are other methods 
also for analyzing the physical behaviour of nanowires.
5.3. J. Elasticity theory^
Goedccker and coworkers [I40| have devised a method to 
determine the equilibrium geometry of large atomistic systems. 
Their method is based on a separate treatment of long and short' 
wavelength components of the interatomic forces. The rapidly 
varying part of the forces has been handled by conventional 
methods, while the slowly varying part is treated by elasticity 
theory. Goedeckcr and coworkers have applied their method to 
a system containing up to 10  ^atoms, and argue that their linear 
scaling method is quite suitable for locating lower energy local 
minima
5.3.2. Molecular dynamics
Barnett and Landman [141J have performed first-principles
molecular dynamics simulations for Na nanowires. They h 
that the neck of the pulled wire is finally only a few atoms 
and that the atomic geometries at the neck can be derived 
those of the isolated atomic clusters. Hermann and cowork^ '^  
[ 142] have employed molecular dynamics using a den 
functional based tight-binding method for studying the probi? 
of production of specific carbon nano structures. Their resuli^  
show that it is possible to generate a large variety of carhor 
nanoparticles from precursors with known structures
5.3.3. Dynamic scattering approach
Safi [25] has developed a dynamic scattering approach tor 
gated interacting wire. He has encoded the perfect contact i 
charge reservoirs in time-dependent boundary conditions The 
conductance matrix for an arbitrary gated wine, respecting char ge 
conservation, is expressed through a dynamic scaticrmy 
approach.
5.3.4. Self-consistent field approach
Moudgil [ 143] has used the self-consistent- fiel(4 approximaimr 
of Singwi and coworkers [144] to investigate tl^ c possibiliu oi 
finding a charge-density-wavc instability in a zefo-icmpcriiiuK 
double-quantum-wire structure. He has tested thi ininiwirc am 
interwire correlations on an equal footing. The inam result 11 
Moudgil is that the double-quantum-wirc structure may bccnmi 
unstable against a long-wavelength charge-density waw 
instability for sufficiently low electron density and nanowni 
width, in the close proximity of two wires.
5.3.5. Transfer Hamiltonian approach
Buldum etal [\45] have used a model Hamiltonian appioachii 
investigate the effects of the quantized nature of vibiaiiun.il 
modes of a dielectric wire with thickness of atomic diincnsiMi^  
on phononic heat transfer between two re.scrvoirs Nuni ei ki i i  
calculations are performed for a model systems |I46| loi 
examining the heal transfer through a two atom chain plaui 
between two reservoirs with large cross section. The mam icsuli 
of Buldum, et al is that the thermal conductance of a uniJuin 
atomic wire at low temperature is independent of maicnul m  
increass linearly with temperature.
5.3.6. Variational approach
Bouhassoune and cowofkers [65] have used a variaiiona 
approach and the Lee-Low-Pines transformation [ 1 4 7 ]  wiihir 
the effective mass approximation to study the bind ing energ) 
of an exciton in a cylindrical quantum well wire subject loar 
external magnetic field. They described the effect o f quaniuiT 
confinement by an infinitely deep potential well taking 
consideration the interaction between the charge carrier 
(electrons and holes) and the optical phonons. The importance 
of polaronic corrections to the excitonic binding enerf) 
and the confinement introduced by a magnetic 
discussed.
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 ^ 7, Perturbation approach
rcire and coworkers [1 4 8 ]  have used perturbation technique 
)r obtaining eigenvalues and eigenfunctions corresponding 
 ^a Hamiltonian describing the magnetic wire structures. By 
ssuming that the spin degrees of freedom depend only on the 
enter of-mass coordinates of the exciton motion, they have 
iivcsiigaled the exciton trapping in magnetic wire structure.s 
GaAs/Al^ ^Ga^^As systems.
f s-d model
vrompiewski [67] has carried out numerical studies of 
londuciances of ferromagnetic nanowires within the framework 
il senii-realistic' s-d model with the inter-atomic hybridization.
4c has developed a new approach by assuming that in the last 
,rages of the breaking of the nanocontact, there are fewer and 
Icwei conduction paths, distributed at random and stretching 
]cioss ihc contact region. Conductance is calculated within the 
:]>jasi ballistic regime, using the Kubo formula and a recursion 
Green's function technique. The main result of Krumpiewski is 
ihai conductances of weak ferrom agnets and strong 
Icriomagnels are qualitatively different. In fact, histograms 
corresponding to strong ferromagnets show small, densely 
distributed peaks, whereas, for a weak ferromagnet the peaks 
aic c learly  more pronounced.
 ^ i V Mii roniagnetic modeling
Ilcriel I I 491 has employed micromagnetic modeling wherein 
Simulations are performed with an algorithm based on the finite 
denieni method which allows for the accurate calculations of 
magnetostalic interactions, lliis method is used for investigating 
ihc magnetic structures and magnetization processes in arrays 
ol closely packed Ni nanowires (length = 1 |im, diameter = 
L - 40 nm and period = l(K) nm). On the basis of his theoretical 
study Hortcl [149] has found that magnetostatic interactions 
between the wires have a significant influence on the switching 
ol the magnetic field.
 ^  ^ 10 Single-particle approach
Ihm and coworkers [150] have used the single-particle picture 
for studying the behaviour of a quantum wire with parabolic 
t^ onfinernenis in a longitudinal (along the jc-direction) magnetic 
*'tld Analytic solutions are obtianed for the eigenenergy 
''Pectrum and density of states. The effect of quantum 
^ontincinents on the magnetization is seen to manifest in 
^uanium oscillations, resulting in more profound structures than 
tound in the free electron case. The free electron case 
ct>rrcsponds to three dimensional electron gas, where there is 
confinement. At higher tem peratures, however, the 
confinement effect is less visible and the magnetization reduces 
fhe Landau diamagnetization of a free electron gas for 
^bT » t)(o.
5.3.11. Jelliuni model
The jellium model has been employed to study metallic nanowires 
by a large number of workers [151-153]. Earlier studies show 
that the subband structure shown by nanowires is reflected as 
oscillations in the physical properties of the wire as its radius is 
varied 1151 - 153]. In a later study of the jellium model, Zabala er 
al [ 154] predicted that a simple metal quantum wire, describable 
by jellium model, should show spontaneous magnetization for 
certain wire radii. In fact, in the case of jellium wires the 
perpendicular confinement causes the density of slates to 
diverge near the bottom of each subband. If the highest 
occupied subband is just below the Fermi level the density of 
stales at the Fermi level can attain high values resulting in a 
stable spin polarization of the jellium wire.
6. Concluding remarks
The study of nanowires is a rapidly developing field. It has 
opened many problems which require detailed experimental 
investigations as well as theoretical efforts for understanding 
them. There are interesting problems which need further 
investigations. Some of them arc mentioned below ;
(i) A study of nanowires of dimensions comparable to 
the electronic mean free path is needed because a 
complete picture is not there. 'Fhere is lot of scope of 
further investigation in this area.
(ii) Most of the studies made upto now are based on the 
paramagnetic leads. What happens to the behavior 
of the nanowires when ferromagnetic leads are used 
in place of the paramagnetic ones. Such studies may 
be useful in developing magnetic devices.
(lii) Tliere is a need for studying coupled wires. A detailed 
investigation will be helpful in gaining a clear picture 
for device development. It will be of interest to 
examine how the confinement fo electrons in coupled 
wires is reflected in the behavior of optical, magnetic, 
electric and other properties of the nanowires.
(iv) The Luttinger liquid approach provides a plausible 
explanation of ihe behavior of many types of 
nanowires. One problem that is interesting is to 
understand how long-range Coulomb interaction, 
backscatlering and interference effects can modify 
the Luttinger liquid theory. Finally, it is also desirable 
to understand how a Luttinger liquid system behaves 
in the presence of disorder.
(v) It will also be interesting to study how the energy 
gap (excitation energy) depends on the cross 
sectional dimensions of the semiconducting 
nanowire.
(vi) The effect of disorder on the excitonic emission in 
strongly confined quantum systems in relation to its 
polarization anisotropy is an unsolved problem.
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There is scope for bolh theorelical and experimental 
work here.
(vii) There is a need for searching for new superconducting 
nanowires. Metallic nanotube of NbS2
lor becoming a superconductor. In fact, in the NbS^ 
metallic nanotubes there is high density of states at 
Fermi energy. Moreoever, due to the tubule curvature 
the clectron-phonon interaction is also expected to 
be significantly strong. Both of these effects suggest 
the possibility of superconductivity at higher critical 
temperatures for the NbS^ tubes when compared to 
those reported for bulk NbS^. The T^ . of bulk NbSj is 
about 6.0 K.
(viii) Apart the above problems in electronic nanowires, 
there is a need for investigation of phonon nanowires. 
Measurements of phonon counting and double-slit 
interference experiments with single phonons are 
some problems the solution of which will sharpen 
our understanding about the physics of phonons in 
nanowires.
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